One day in May I decided to go on a ship to an island Sicilia. I was so excited to finally see my
grandmother. I was travelling so long. In underway I saw dolphins and a sea turtle, but suddenly the
ship stopped working and sank. People were trying to survive, but only me and a boy age like me,
survived. We swam together to a little island. We were so tired and thirsty. We didn't really have
time to get to know each other, because we know that soon it will get dark and on last islands it will
be so dangerous to not have a shelter and drinking water. After that we tried to find some water,
which is not salted. After a long time, we finally found a little lake. The water was not salted and we
drank it. After that we were trying to find a little shelter or a cave. We knew that island was so big
and there must be some trees or a cave, maybe people or animals, but we didn't really know. In
about two hours we built a small shelter. It was made of branches and mud. After we built a shelter,
it was like probably 7:00 PM o'clock and it started getting dark. I have a rucksack with a bottle, a
water resistant lamp, a lighter and chips. So we decided to catch some fish and make some fire too
bake it. After we caught the fish, we ate it and went to sleep. Dutin a day we explored the island and
learned new things, we talked about our lives and how we went on the ship in the first place. I found
out that he is 17 years old like me and that he lives near me and that he wants to become a doctor.
We also had a lot of fun. We fished every day, we also made a little guitar and we both learned how
to play it. We also swam every day. The days passed quickly and we were on island for about two
months. It was a beginning of the summer. One day in June, we saw a ship which was sailing near
the island. I used my lamp and Jim made a fire. The ship saw us and came to us, we were saved. I
became a really good friend with Jim. When I got home, my old family was so happy, because they
all thought that I was dead, they cried when they saw me.
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